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this is the misery…

not understanding that life is very sensitive and delicate

you get one moment…one pulse…

breathe it into your heart

some thought will arise

just simply follow it and act it

follow the questions and the desires that arise out of life

and live your life

do not follow the head…its dreams and future projections…

everything is a projection

life is here !

and you are projecting…living in a dream…

the house was a dream…the wife was a dream…

somebody elses wife was a dream…

now you see why you are missing it

you do not have the support of life               

life is herenow !

live moment to moment

accepting totally what is given to you

drop this rubbish dreaming

live in the present reality

and you will be undivided

you will be so filled with life and its inner bliss

that you will not need more

each person is divided…fragmented into a million parts

your dreams are lived somewhere else

this whole net of dreaming and thoughts…

is dividing you into many many small parts

you do not have enough source of self

to be who you are

nobody will let you be the way you are

they do not want you to breathe

they do not want you to sleep

because if you are breathing and sleeping

you will be so filled with love and light

that all these stupid dreams and desires

will look so meaningless and retarded

you are being hypnotised

these futures have purchased your life that is present now

for a future tomorrow

you think that when i achieve all these things

and my heart is fulfilled then i will sit and rest

it never happens !

even if you achieve your dreams

a new dream will come

because now you have moved next to the presidents house

you cannot rest anymore

you need to become the president now

you cannot be a loser in your neighbourhood

you attained your house 

you have everything

but this neighbourhood…a new dream

the same trap

and you are a sucker !!

utterly blind

when you get stuck in this rat race

a little bit more cheese

again you run

your habits…your greed…your fulfillment that you achieved it

that achievement has become your misery

because now you have achieved it

you can achieve anything
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